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Power and Color Doppler Ultrasound Settings for
Inflammatory Flow

Impact on Scoring of Disease Activity in Patients With Rheumatoid Arthritis
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Objective. To determine how settings for power
and color Doppler ultrasound sensitivity vary on differ-
ent high- and intermediate-range ultrasound machines

and to evaluate the impact of these changes on Doppler
scoring of inflamed joints.

Methods. Six different types of ultrasound ma-
chines were used. On each machine, the factory setting
for superficial musculoskeletal scanning was used un-
changed for both color and power Doppler modalities.
The settings were then adjusted for increased Doppler
sensitivity, and these settings were designated study
settings. Eleven patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
with wrist involvement were scanned on the 6 machines,
each with 4 settings, generating 264 Doppler images for
scoring and color quantification. Doppler sensitivity
was measured with a quantitative assessment of Dopp-
ler activity: color fraction. Higher color fraction indi-
cated higher sensitivity.

Results. Power Doppler was more sensitive on
half of the machines, whereas color Doppler was more
sensitive on the other half, using both factory settings
and study settings. There was an average increase in
Doppler sensitivity, despite modality, of 78% when study
settings were applied. Over the 6 machines, 2 Doppler
modalities, and 2 settings, the grades for each of 7 of the
patients varied between 0 and 3, while the grades for
each of the other 4 patients varied between 0 and 2.

Conclusion. The effect of using different ma-
chines, Doppler modalities, and settings has a consid-
erable influence on the quantification of inflammation
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by ultrasound in RA patients, and this must be taken
into account in multicenter studies.

In rheumatology, the increasing use of ultrasound
has been driven by a need to accurately identify and
suppress inflammation. To this end, the role of Doppler
imaging has gained importance with respect to its ability
to detect joint hyperemia, a key feature of the inflam-
matory process. The presence of increased Doppler
signals in the joints of patients with inflammatory arthri-
tis has been shown to predict disease persistence and
progression to rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and future
bone damage (1,2). The accurate assessment of Doppler
imaging is therefore crucial in patients with inflamma-
tory arthritis.

In musculoskeletal disease, Doppler studies in
joints and soft tissues are usually undertaken with either
power Doppler or color Doppler. Each evaluates and
represents different aspects of blood flow. Power Dopp-
ler displays the energy of all moving erythrocytes at each
sampling site. Color Doppler displays the direction (up
or down) and the mean velocity of all moving erythro-
cytes at each sampling site. Following the emergence of
power Doppler in the 1990s, it was considered the most
sensitive Doppler modality. This was because there
appeared to be a theoretical basis to explain the differ-
ence, and, in the early machines, power Doppler did
appear to be more sensitive than color Doppler (3,4).
The explanation was that at each sampling site, the
energies of all of the different velocities are summed,
generating a better signal-to-noise ratio, whereas in
color Doppler, the average velocity at each sampling site
is displayed. Each velocity has to rise above the noise
threshold by itself. Because of the high sensitivity of
power Doppler, it was even described as being angle
independent. However, all Doppler modalities have to
abide by the laws of physics. When the blood cells move
at right angles (orthogonal) to the beam of sound, no
Doppler shift is generated and therefore cannot be
detected. In practice, the higher the sensitivity of the
Doppler the less angle dependent it seems (3). Interest-
ingly, new advances in technology have led to new
generations of machines and the observation that color
Doppler appears to be more sensitive than power Dopp-
ler in some machines (5).

Both Doppler modalities are used to monitor
treatment strategy for efficacy and treatment failure in
patients with rheumatic diseases, and it is of interest in
rheumatology practice and in research to score the
changes over time (2,6,7). For this purpose, different

scoring systems have been proposed. The most fre-
quently used are semiquantitative scoring systems that
score the Doppler information on a scale of 0–3, with
increasing scores indicating increasing amounts of color
in the synovium (8–10). Apart from monitoring disease
activity during treatment, Doppler findings have been
proposed as a predictive tool for relapse in patients in
remission (11,12) and have been shown to predict ero-
sive progression both in patients with early RA and in
patients with low disease activity or remission (13–15).
Using a semiquantitative scoring system has been sug-
gested to aid in the diagnosis of RA in patients with
undifferentiated arthritis by using a certain Doppler
grade as a cutoff (1,16–18). With higher Doppler sensi-
tivity, more color is displayed, and therefore higher
grades are scored in comparison to a machine with
lower Doppler sensitivity. Furthermore, with the ongo-
ing development of more sensitive Doppler systems,
what might be the optimal Doppler modality for slow
flow (a setting that detects slow as well as fast flow, i.e.,
all flow—the fast flow possibly with incorrect direction
and velocity) on one machine may not be the optimal
modality on another. A slow flow setting is necessary to
investigate synovial flow in order to ensure the detection
of venous as well as arterial flow.

We therefore found it of interest to investigate
the sensitivity of power Doppler and color Doppler
ultrasound imaging before and after optimization on
different machines and how the scoring of inflammation
would be affected by the difference in Doppler sensitiv-
ity since these findings may have a major impact on
treatment decisions and diagnosis.

The objectives of this study of patients with active
RA were 1) to determine which Doppler modality, color
Doppler or power Doppler, on different machines was
more sensitive for the detection of flow in the dorsocen-
tral aspect of the wrist joint in patients with active RA,
2) to determine if adjusting the settings provided by the
manufacturers (called factory settings) for color Dopp-
ler and power Doppler increased the sensitivity, and
3) to determine if variation in the machines, Doppler
modalities, and Doppler settings affected the Doppler
scoring.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients. Eleven patients who fulfilled the American
College of Rheumatology 1987 criteria for RA were selected
from 2 departments of rheumatology for the study (19). They
were included based on clinical signs of active disease in the
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wrist joint and subsequent Doppler examination ensuring the
presence of Doppler activity in the wrist (grade 2, ranging from
mild to severe within that grade). The patients were recruited
in the week before the trial.

Ultrasound machines and settings. The following ma-
chines were available for the study: Siemens Acuson S2000
with probe 18L6HD, Philips IU22 with probe L17-5, Esaote
MyLab 70 XVG with probe LA435, General Electric (GE)
Logiq E9 with probe ML6-15, GE P5 with probe 11L, and GE
P6 with probe 11L. We considered the first 4 machines to be

high end and the latter 2 to be medium range. In agreement
with the ultrasound companies, the individual performances of
the machines were anonymized, and in the Results, tables, and
figures, they are referred to as machines 1–6, with the latter
two identified as medium range. Whether color Doppler or
power Doppler was the most sensitive modality was not
anonymized.

On each machine, the factory setting for superficial
musculoskeletal assessment was used with power Doppler and
color Doppler. The settings were also adjusted for both

Figure 1. Example of color quantification. A, Left, Doppler image. Right, Corresponding grayscale image. The grayscale image is included as an
aid to outline the synovium since the synovial borders may be covered by color on the Doppler image. B, Left, The 4 images as seen by the
investigators during scoring. The scores (almost exclusively 2) are shown in the bottom right corner of each image. Right, The 4 anatomic regions
of interest (ROIs). The color fraction (CF) is shown in the bottom right corner. Note that the same ROI is used in the 4 images. Images were
obtained using a General Electric Logiq E9 machine. PD � power Doppler; FS � factory settings; CD � color Doppler; SS � study settings;
CMC3 � third carpometacarpal joint.
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modalities for increased Doppler sensitivity by decreasing the
pulse repetition frequency, decreasing the wall filter, increas-
ing the color threshold (color priority), and adjusting the
Doppler gain to the level just below random noise, and these
settings were saved as the study settings (5). A total of 4
settings were used: color Doppler factory setting, power Dopp-
ler factory setting, color Doppler study setting, and power
Doppler study setting. All machines were set to store a
4-second video clip.

Scanning. The longitudinal dorsal plane over the wrist
in line with the third finger was used. The following landmarks

were used in the image: distal radius, lunate bone, capitate
bone, and extensor digitorum tendon (Figure 1). The scan
plane was marked on the skin with a pen.

The patient was positioned opposite the investigator
with the hand relaxed and prone on the examination couch. A
generous amount of gel was applied, and the investigators were
instructed to have scanning gel visible in the image to reduce
transducer pressure. Respecting the scanning plane drawn on
the skin and with the landmarks in the image, the Doppler was
activated. Slight adjustment of the transducer position was
made until the scanning plane with maximum Doppler activity

Figure 2. Results of color quantification with anatomic region of interest (ROI) Each graph shows the color fraction (CF%) with anatomic ROIs
for the 11 patients who were each scanned using the 2 Doppler modalities and 2 settings. For each machine, the most sensitive Doppler modality
is indicated by the highest bar. Machines 1–4 are high-end machines, and machines 5 and 6 are medium range. CF � color Doppler with factory
settings; CS � color Doppler with study settings; PF � power Doppler with factory settings; PS � power Doppler with study settings.
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was found. The transducer was held in this position while four
4-second clips were stored with color Doppler and power
Doppler under factory and study settings. This sequence was
followed in all patients. Finally, a still image in the same scan
position in B-mode was stored.

The 11 patients moved in a circle and were scanned on
all 6 machines manned by 6 investigators (KE, MAD, AI, PB,
MS, and EN) during a 90-minute rotation between 10:00 AM

and noon. In this way, 264 clips were stored (11 patients on 6
machines with 4 clips each).

Image analysis. From each clip, the image with maxi-
mum Doppler activity within the synovium was selected. This
image was color graded and color quantified.

Color grading. A modified Szkudlarek grading scale of
0–3 was used (8), where 0 � no color visible in the synovium,
1 � up to 3 single-vessel foci visible in the synovium, 2 � more

than grade 1 and �50% of the synovium covered by color, and
3 � �50% of the synovium covered by color.

The 264 Doppler images and 66 grayscale images were
sent to 6 investigators (LT, MAD, AI, PB, MS, and EN) who
returned the color grading on a form. The investigators were
blinded with regard to the results of color quantification as well
as the machine settings. The grayscale images were included as
an aid in case the color made the borders of the synovium
difficult to define. Each of the 264 images thus received 6
grades. A consensus grade was generated by selecting the most
frequent grade among the 6 grades. If more than 1 grade was
most frequent, the highest of these grades was selected as the
consensus grade.

Color quantification. The Doppler images were im-
ported into the program Image-Pro Analyzer version 6.3
(Media Cybernetics), and the region of interest (ROI) was

Figure 3. Average color fraction for the 6 machines with 4 settings. For each machine, the average color fraction in the 11 patients is shown for color
Doppler with factory settings, color Doppler with study settings, power Doppler with factory settings, and power Doppler with study settings. Circles
show the mean, and bars show the 95% confidence interval. Connected symbols at the top indicate statistically significant differences. Machines 1–4
are high-end machines, and machines 5 and 6 are medium range. See Figure 2 for definitions.
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traced using an anatomic ROI. The trace followed the carpal
bone surfaces (bottom) and the extensor digitorum tendon
(top) between the distal tip of the radial bone (proximal) and
the carpometacarpal joint (distal) (Figure 1). The ROI in-
cluded the synovium as well as the loose connective tissue
surrounding it. Color quantification was performed by an
investigator (ATP) who was blinded with regard to the results
of grading.

Interpretation. The color fraction in the anatomic ROI
is used to describe Doppler sensitivity. The more flow a given
machine with a given setting can display within the ROI, the
higher the Doppler sensitivity. The Doppler grading is used to
illustrate the clinical impact by investigating whether the 11
patients receive different grades as they move between ma-
chines, modalities, and settings.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were based on
mixed linear models, which is a generalization of the standard
linear model used in the General Linear Model procedure.
The data are permitted to exhibit correlation and nonconstant
variability (i.e., repeated measures on the same participants).
The null hypothesis was based on the triple interaction be-
tween ultrasound machine, setting, and the type of Doppler.
The model included all of these as main effects as well as all of
the combinations of interactions. The 5% significance level
(2-sided) was used.

RESULTS

Doppler sensitivity. The color fractions using
anatomic ROIs are shown in Figure 2. For each ma-
chine, the highest bars indicate the most sensitive Dopp-
ler modality and setting. The amount of color in the ROI
is displayed for each setting (color Doppler factory
settings, color Doppler study settings, power Doppler
factory settings, and power Doppler study settings, in
that order) for each of the 11 patients, and the mean
amount of color in the ROI for the 4 settings is shown.
For instance, for machine 2, the mean for color Doppler
factory settings was the lowest, the mean for color
Doppler study settings was higher, the mean for power
Doppler factory settings was higher still, and the mean
for power Doppler study settings was the highest. This
indicates that color Doppler factory settings had the
lowest sensitivity and power Doppler study settings had
the highest sensitivity. On that machine, power Doppler
was more sensitive than color Doppler, and for both
modalities, the study settings were more sensitive than
the factory settings.

As expected, the 11 patients displayed a varying
amount of perfusion in the dorsocentral wrist, due to the
selection criteria (grade 2, ranging from mild to severe
within that grade). Patients 1 and 6 displayed the least
perfusion, and the 2 medium-range machines (machines
5 and 6) had difficulties detecting it. Machine 4 barely
detected flow in these 2 patients, and only detected it

with color Doppler. The performance of machine 6 is
interesting. It did not detect flow in patients 1 and 6,
indicating a low Doppler sensitivity. However, when it
did detect flow, it displayed it with a high color fraction,
which may incorrectly be interpreted as a high Doppler
sensitivity. Machines 1–3 detected flow in all patients
with all settings.

Using anatomic ROI, power Doppler was more
sensitive on the Esaote MyLab 70 XVG, Siemens S2000,
and GE P6, whereas color Doppler was more sensitive
on the GE E9, Philips IU22, and GE P5. This was the
case for both factory settings and study settings. The
mean color fraction with confidence intervals for each
machine as well as statistically significant differences are
shown in Figure 3.

Machine settings. When study settings were com-
pared to factory settings, there was an average increase
in Doppler sensitivity of 78% (range 0–273%) (Table 1).

Doppler scoring. The consensus scores (most
frequent score on each of the 264 images) are shown in
Figure 4. The scores shifted left or right depending on
modality and settings. The figure illustrates the clinical
impact of varying Doppler sensitivities. With machines
1–3, scores of 0 and 1 were rare and almost exclusively

Table 1. Effect of adjusting settings for more sensitive Doppler*

Machine and
Doppler modality

Average color
fraction

Factory
settings

Study
settings

%
improvement†

Machine 1
Color Doppler 13 23 75
Power Doppler 12 19 49

Machine 2
Color Doppler 5 10 109
Power Doppler 17 26 52

Machine 3
Color Doppler 4 6 56
Power Doppler 8 8 4

Machine 4
Color Doppler 3 6 86
Power Doppler 1 2 134

Machine 5
Color Doppler 2 2 0
Power Doppler 3 6 80

Machine 6
Color Doppler 17 20 20
Power Doppler 4 14 273

* The average color fractions for the 11 patients were determined
using factory settings and study settings with each Doppler modality.
Machines 1–4 are high-end machines, and machines 5 and 6 are
medium range.
† The average improvement was 78%.
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Figure 4. Results of Doppler grading on 6 machines. The distribution of grades 0–3 is shown for each setting on each machine. Machines 1–4 are
high-end machines, and machines 5 and 6 are medium range. See Figure 2 for definitions.

Figure 5. Distribution of Doppler grades 0–3 in the 11 patients.
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occurred with factory settings. With machines 4 and 5,
the low scores were common. With machine 6, a mixture
of low and high scores was seen. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of scores within each patient. When the 11
patients moved between machines, Doppler modalities,
and settings, the grades for 7 of the patients varied
between 0 and 3, and the grades for the remaining 4
patients varied between 0 and 2. Patients 1 and 6 had the
least flow (Figure 2) and had grade 0 as the most
common grade. In the rest of the patients, grade 2 was
the most common grade.

DISCUSSION

Doppler findings have a considerable clinical
impact on the management of rheumatic diseases. The
accurate detection and grading of blood flow is therefore
of paramount importance, since the display of more
color is interpreted as more inflammation.

This is the first study to show that the use of
different machines, Doppler modalities, and machine
settings has a marked influence on the apparent degree
of inflammation. Indeed, the grades for 7 of the patients
moved between 0 and 3, and the grades for the remain-
ing 4 patients moved between 0 and 2. This means that,
depending on the methodology used, the same patient
may be assessed as having no inflammation or having up
to considerable inflammation using a modification of the
4-point scale originally described by Szkudlarek (8). It
underlines the importance of knowing a machine’s
Doppler performance. This study also shows that it is
worthwhile to adjust the Doppler parameters. The aver-
age improvement in Doppler sensitivity of 78% is sub-
stantial, and the improvement was even as high as 273%
for one machine. The factory settings are not at the
highest sensitivity per se, and users of the machines must
know how to optimize the Doppler to obtain optimal
flow information (5). These findings indicate that the
suggested cutoff values for Doppler activity for diagnos-
ing RA (1,16,17) may not be valid in all institutions,
since the grades will depend on Doppler sensitivity.
Likewise, Doppler findings in patients in remission may
not be seen if the Doppler sensitivity is low, and the
predictive value for possible flare may not be found,
which could have a major impact on determining
whether to reduce drug therapy (11,12,15).

In the present study, half of the machines showed
that color Doppler was more sensitive than power
Doppler, and the other half showed that power Doppler
was more sensitive than color Doppler. This was the case

with the 4 high-end machines as well as the 2 medium-
range machines and indicates that power Doppler
should not be chosen as the default mode. Instead,
which mode is more sensitive needs to be established on
the individual machine. In order to understand why
color Doppler might be more sensitive, we wrote to the
engineers at 4 leading companies for an explanation. We
received responses from 3, and each gave a similar
response, which is summarized below (MacQuarrie J
[Philips], Maccio M [Esaote], Kristoffersen K [General
Electric]: personal communication).

It is a misconception that power Doppler is
inherently more sensitive than color Doppler. Both have
basically the same detection process and rely on the
same physics (e.g., the Doppler equation) and are thus
similarly affected by factors such as Doppler angle,
ensemble length, burst length, etc. Both also use essen-
tially the same signal processing (e.g., autocorrelation,
wall filtering, segmentation, etc.).

The difference is which parameter extracted from
the processing is displayed on the image—power in one
case and velocity (and variance) in the other. However,
both techniques allow tradeoffs to be made between
sensitivity and other image properties. The Doppler
sensitivity depends on many variables, each of which
may be adjusted differently in different models and
software programs. The end result is that the sensitivity
of a given Doppler configuration cannot be predicted
from the design but has to be determined in practice.

For one company it is even a general rule to set
the factory parameters so that the power Doppler
mode is more sensitive than the color Doppler, since a
power Doppler mode that is less sensitive than the color
Doppler mode would be not useful. So either color
Doppler or power Doppler may be the more sensitive
modality, either by chance or due to a deliberate choice
by the manufacturer. These explanations, taken together
with our findings, underline the fact that the most
sensitive Doppler modality must be determined in prac-
tice and is not given by default.

Several limitations of the study need to be con-
sidered. The patients were selected from 2 departments
of rheumatology, and in order to be included in the
study, they had to have visible hyperemia (at least grade
2) in the dorsocentral wrist, as determined using a GE
Logiq E9 or Logiq9 ultrasound machine, which were the
machines routinely in use in the 2 departments of
rheumatology. In order to rank the 2 Doppler modali-
ties, using 2 settings for each in 6 different machines, in
terms of ability to display flow, we used the perfusion in
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the dorsocentral portion of the wrist in 11 patients with
active inflammatory RA. We do not know what the
actual perfusion was that day in those patients but find it
likely that the perfusion was unaltered during the 90
minutes of the trial (20). Also, the findings of this study
were all obtained using the dorsal aspects of the central
wrist, and it is possible that studies in other anatomic
regions may show different results.

We are aware that the transducer pressure may
affect the amount of perfusion displayed. Therefore, all
machines were manned by trained investigators who
knew the importance of a very light transducer pres-
sure. We chose to measure the amount of color within
an ROI defined by the extensor digitorum tendon and
bony landmarks. This ROI is easily defined in all pa-
tients and on any machine because it is not affected by
difficulties in defining the synovial outline and is there-
fore subject to less variation (21). Also, the study was a
sensitivity study, not a reliability study on image acqui-
sition. We used the amount of color displayed in the
ROI as a measure of perfusion and thereby as a measure
of sensitivity. This is, however, not entirely accurate. The
amount of color in the ROI is also affected by blooming,
slice thickness, and spatial resolution of the Doppler.

All machines have blooming artifacts with both
modalities and both settings. We did not try to avoid
this because minimizing the blooming artifact minimizes
the Doppler sensitivity, and flow information is lost.
When we adjusted the settings to create study settings,
we increased the sensitivity to the level where movement
artifacts became difficult to avoid, and as a consequence
of the high sensitivity, blooming was maximized. Some
machines had more blooming than others, and on some
machines, there was a different level of blooming be-
tween power Doppler and color Doppler. Nevertheless,
we accepted the presence of blooming as a systematic
error since it is flow generated and thus not entirely
artifactual.

The height of the bars in Figure 2, which show the
color fraction, cannot be used to determine if one
machine is more sensitive than another. A machine with
a sensitive Doppler, with a high Doppler resolution
(small color pixels), with a thin image plane, and with a
low degree of blooming may display less color in the
ROI than a machine with a less sensitive Doppler, with
low color resolution (larger color pixels), with a thick
image plane (more vessels being sampled), and with a
higher degree of blooming. If we had wanted to rank the
machines in terms of Doppler sensitivity, we would
have needed a known perfusion, a Doppler phantom. A

phantom mimicking the flow we wished to detect in soft
tissue inflammation, slow flow at the arteriole level does
not exist at present. Even so, we believe our results are
important and relevant, as they demonstrate significant
machine-, modality-, and setting-dependent variations in
Doppler sensitivity and display that need to be identified
by users, especially if findings from different institutions
are pooled or compared.

This study shows that there is a wide variation in
sensitivity to display perfusion when machines, Doppler
modalities, and settings are compared. The variation is
considerable and may have clinical impact since the
same patient may be graded from 0 to 3 depending on
these variables. It demonstrates that power Doppler is
not necessarily the most sensitive modality and should
be chosen as the default mode only after evaluating the
machine. Furthermore, in order to obtain the highest
Doppler sensitivity, it is necessary to adjust the factory
settings. This study emphasizes the need to use compa-
rable machines in multicenter studies.
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